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Looking for a unique gift idea for your grad? There are a lot of great
ideas out there, most of which involve creative ways to slip the grad
some cash (never a bad way to go). But, while everyone appreciates
the allure of cold hard cash, sometimes the occasion demands
something a little more personal, especially if the grad in question is a
close relation. You want a gift that is personal and meaningful, and
nothing conveys that better than handcrafting and personal memories.
The letter collage pictured above delivers on both counts using our
Front Porch Treasures Glue Tape to hold it all together.
Read the full article
[Photo Credit: Sometimes Creative]

See Z-7 Debonder in Action

Follow us on:

Watch this video to see Z-7 Debonder working in real time to break the
tough bond that Super Glue provides. Although this video was uploaded
five years ago, it still provides some handy tips for hobbyists around the
world (and the tip is use Z-7 Debonder to disassemble Super Glued
models). Impressively, this hobbyist is able to take apart a small
plastic figurine in less than two minutes using our Debonder, even
though the glued parts of the model had somewhat deep joints (for a
miniature).
Read the full article for more information.

Happy Mother’s Day from Super
Glue Corporation

Now that Mother’s Day has passed, you may think the time for crafting
the prefect Mother’s Day gift is gone too. On the contrary, now is the
perfect time to record all of your Mother’s Day memories in a
scrapbook. If you are like many people – including the majority of social
media users, as far as we could tell – then you took plenty of excellent
photos of you with your mom on her special day. Putting those photos
in a scrapbook is the perfect way to turn those fleeting digital images
into something tangible using our Front Porch Treasures Extra Thick
Foam Mountain Squares.

Read the full article

Practical Science with Super
Glue, Presented by National
Geographic
It’s always fun to see Super Glue products put to the test, especially in
a safe, controlled environment. We recently came across this video
from National Geographic, and boy does it fit the bill. Industrial
scientists Richard Ambrose and Jonny Phillips use some industrial
strength double-sided tape – not totally unlike our Front Porch
Treasures Foam Mounting Squares, although much stronger – to
suspend themselves over a kiddie pool. Watch the video above to see
how long the adhesive held up, as well as for a brief history of
cyanoacrylate, that wonderful substance we’ve built our business on.
Watch the video on National Geographic's site for Kids – I Didn’t Know
That About Super Glue!
Read the full article
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